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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is the most efficient search? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer has 30 indexers in an indexer cluster configuration and two search heads. They are working on writing SPL
search for a particular use-case, but are concerned that it takes too long to run for short time durations. 

How can the Search Job Inspector capabilities be used to help validate and understand the customer concerns? 

A. Search Job Inspector provides statistics to show how much time and the number of events each indexer has
processed. 

B. Search Job Inspector provides a Search Health Check capability that provides an optimized SPL query the customer
should try instead. 

C. Search Job Inspector cannot be used to help troubleshoot the slow performing search; customer should review
index=_introspection instead. 

D. The customer is using the transaction SPL search command, which is known to be slow. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3
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In a large cloud customer environment with many (>100) dynamically created endpoint systems, each with a UF already
deployed, what is the best approach for associating these systems with an appropriate serverclass on the deployment
server? 

A. Work with the cloud orchestration team to create a common host-naming convention for these systems so a simple
pattern can be used in the serverclass.conf whitelist attribute. 

B. Create a CSV lookup file for each severclass, manually keep track of the endpoints within this CSV file, and leverage
the whitelist.from_pathname attribute in serverclass.conf. 

C. Work with the cloud orchestration team to dynamically insert an appropriate clientName setting into each endpoint\\'s
local/deploymentclient.conf which can be matched by whitelist in serverclass.conf. 

D. Using an installation bootstrap script run a CLI command to assign a clientName setting and permit serverclass.conf
whitelist simplification. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

The customer wants to migrate their current Splunk Index cluster to new hardware to improve indexing and search
performance. What is the correct process and procedure for this task? 

A. 1. Install new indexers. 

2. 

Configure indexers into the cluster as peers; ensure they receive the same configuration via the deployment server. 

3. 

Decommission old peers one at a time. 

4. 

Remove old peers from the CM\\'s list. 

5. 

Update forwarders to forward to the new peers. 

B. 1. Install new indexers. 

2. 

Configure indexers into the cluster as peers; ensure they receive the cluster bundle and the same configuration as
original peers. 

3. 

Decommission old peers one at a time. 

4. 

Remove old peers from the CM\\'s list. 
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5. 

Update forwarders to forward to the new peers. 

C. 1. Install new indexers. 

2. 

Configure indexers into the cluster as peers; ensure they receive the same configuration via the deployment server. 

3. 

Update forwarders to forward to the new peers. 

4. 

Decommission old peers on at a time. 

5. 

Restart the cluster master (CM). 

D. 1. Install new indexers. 

2. 

Configure indexers into the cluster as peers; ensure they receive the cluster bundle and the same configuration as
original peers. 

3. 

Update forwarders to forward to the new peers. 

4. 

Decommission old peers one at a time. 

5. 

Remove old peers from the CM\\'s list. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A [script://] input sends data to a Splunk forwarder using which method? 

A. UDP stream 

B. TCP stream 

C. Temporary file 

D. STDOUT/STDERR 
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Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/latest/Admin/inputsconf 
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